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I Spy Lightning Block #1

 Pattern for  "I Spy Lightning Block #1"  as 7.00 by 7.00 (inches) block, printed from EQ5!
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I Spy Lightning Block #2

 Pattern for  "I Spy Lightning Block #2"  as 7.00 by 7.00 (inches) block, printed from EQ5!



 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR:INSTRUCTIONS FOR:INSTRUCTIONS FOR:INSTRUCTIONS FOR:    

“ “ “ “ IIII    SPY! SPY! SPY! SPY! A A A A Streak of LightningStreak of LightningStreak of LightningStreak of Lightning    ””””    
(Finished size 55” by 62”)(Finished size 55” by 62”)(Finished size 55” by 62”)(Finished size 55” by 62”)    

    
� Print 21 copies each of Blocks #1 and #2.Print 21 copies each of Blocks #1 and #2.Print 21 copies each of Blocks #1 and #2.Print 21 copies each of Blocks #1 and #2.    
    
� Use novelty and Use novelty and Use novelty and Use novelty and fun fun fun fun kids prints for the center kids prints for the center kids prints for the center kids prints for the center 
squares of the blocks, you may wish to fussy squares of the blocks, you may wish to fussy squares of the blocks, you may wish to fussy squares of the blocks, you may wish to fussy 
cut a specificcut a specificcut a specificcut a specific picture within a fabric. picture within a fabric. picture within a fabric. picture within a fabric.    

    
� For block #1For block #1For block #1For block #1 start with your center Novelty  start with your center Novelty  start with your center Novelty  start with your center Novelty 
square and work your way around the block square and work your way around the block square and work your way around the block square and work your way around the block 
using a light color ( using a light color ( using a light color ( using a light color ( IIII    chose yellow). Once you chose yellow). Once you chose yellow). Once you chose yellow). Once you 
are done with the first round, do the next are done with the first round, do the next are done with the first round, do the next are done with the first round, do the next 
round in a darker color (round in a darker color (round in a darker color (round in a darker color (IIII    chose red).. Make all chose red).. Make all chose red).. Make all chose red).. Make all 
21 blocks in this manner using a variety of 21 blocks in this manner using a variety of 21 blocks in this manner using a variety of 21 blocks in this manner using a variety of 
different center squaredifferent center squaredifferent center squaredifferent center square fabrics. fabrics. fabrics. fabrics.    

    
� For Block #2 start with your center Square For Block #2 start with your center Square For Block #2 start with your center Square For Block #2 start with your center Square 
and work your way around the block in the and work your way around the block in the and work your way around the block in the and work your way around the block in the 
same manner as above except start with same manner as above except start with same manner as above except start with same manner as above except start with your your your your 
dark colordark colordark colordark color (red), the next round will be the  (red), the next round will be the  (red), the next round will be the  (red), the next round will be the 
light color (yellow), and this block has a 3light color (yellow), and this block has a 3light color (yellow), and this block has a 3light color (yellow), and this block has a 3rdrdrdrd    
round of the darround of the darround of the darround of the dark fabrick fabrick fabrick fabric (red) (red) (red) (red)…Mak…Mak…Mak…Makeeee all 21  all 21  all 21  all 21 
blocks in this manner.blocks in this manner.blocks in this manner.blocks in this manner.    

    
� To assemble the quilt, make To assemble the quilt, make To assemble the quilt, make To assemble the quilt, make 7 7 7 7 rows of rows of rows of rows of 6 6 6 6 
blocks eachblocks eachblocks eachblocks each. For the first row start with block . For the first row start with block . For the first row start with block . For the first row start with block 
#1 and alternate blocks 1 and 2. Second row #1 and alternate blocks 1 and 2. Second row #1 and alternate blocks 1 and 2. Second row #1 and alternate blocks 1 and 2. Second row 
begins with block #2 and alternates. Kebegins with block #2 and alternates. Kebegins with block #2 and alternates. Kebegins with block #2 and alternates. Keep ep ep ep 



 

 

alternating the starting block for each row, alternating the starting block for each row, alternating the starting block for each row, alternating the starting block for each row, 
until you have made all 7 rows. Sew rows until you have made all 7 rows. Sew rows until you have made all 7 rows. Sew rows until you have made all 7 rows. Sew rows 
together.together.together.together.    

    
� For For For For inside inside inside inside Borders, Borders, Borders, Borders, from your light fabric from your light fabric from your light fabric from your light fabric 
(yellow) (yellow) (yellow) (yellow) cut cut cut cut 2 strips measuring the width of 2 strips measuring the width of 2 strips measuring the width of 2 strips measuring the width of 
your quilt at this point, your quilt at this point, your quilt at this point, your quilt at this point, ((((approximatelyapproximatelyapproximatelyapproximately    42424242””””    
longlonglonglong)))) by 2  by 2  by 2  by 2 ½½½½    inchesinchesinchesinches wide. And two strips the  wide. And two strips the  wide. And two strips the  wide. And two strips the 
length of your quilt at this point, length of your quilt at this point, length of your quilt at this point, length of your quilt at this point, 
((((approximately approximately approximately approximately 54”54”54”54” long long long long ) ) ) ) by 2  by 2  by 2  by 2 ½½½½    inches inches inches inches 
wide.wide.wide.wide. Sew  Sew  Sew  Sew shorter lengshorter lengshorter lengshorter length th th th borders first to top borders first to top borders first to top borders first to top 
and bottoms of quilt, theand bottoms of quilt, theand bottoms of quilt, theand bottoms of quilt, thennnn    longer pieces longer pieces longer pieces longer pieces to to to to 
both sides.both sides.both sides.both sides.    

    
� For outside borders, from your dark fabricFor outside borders, from your dark fabricFor outside borders, from your dark fabricFor outside borders, from your dark fabric    
(red(red(red(red) cut 2 strips measuring the width of your ) cut 2 strips measuring the width of your ) cut 2 strips measuring the width of your ) cut 2 strips measuring the width of your 
quilt at this point quilt at this point quilt at this point quilt at this point ((((approximatelyapproximatelyapproximatelyapproximately 47”  47”  47”  47” longlonglonglong) ) ) ) by by by by 
4 inches wide4 inches wide4 inches wide4 inches wide. And 2 strips measuring the . And 2 strips measuring the . And 2 strips measuring the . And 2 strips measuring the 
length of your quilt at this point length of your quilt at this point length of your quilt at this point length of your quilt at this point 
(approximately 62” long) by 4 inches wide.(approximately 62” long) by 4 inches wide.(approximately 62” long) by 4 inches wide.(approximately 62” long) by 4 inches wide.    
Sew shorter length borders first to top and Sew shorter length borders first to top and Sew shorter length borders first to top and Sew shorter length borders first to top and 
bottom, then longer borders to each side.bottom, then longer borders to each side.bottom, then longer borders to each side.bottom, then longer borders to each side.    

    
� Bind your quilt, and quilt as desired.Bind your quilt, and quilt as desired.Bind your quilt, and quilt as desired.Bind your quilt, and quilt as desired.    
    
************If you would like a larger quilt try making 32 If you would like a larger quilt try making 32 If you would like a larger quilt try making 32 If you would like a larger quilt try making 32 
of each block. of each block. of each block. of each block. Your quilt will be 8 rows of 7 Your quilt will be 8 rows of 7 Your quilt will be 8 rows of 7 Your quilt will be 8 rows of 7 
blocks each, andblocks each, andblocks each, andblocks each, and will  will  will  will  measur measur measur measureeee 62” by 6 62” by 6 62” by 6 62” by 69”9”9”9”....    
    

� If you should come across an error in this pattern or If you should come across an error in this pattern or If you should come across an error in this pattern or If you should come across an error in this pattern or 
its instructions, its instructions, its instructions, its instructions, or have any questions plor have any questions plor have any questions plor have any questions please eease eease eease e----mail mail mail mail 
me at me at me at me at Christinaquilts@hotmail.comChristinaquilts@hotmail.comChristinaquilts@hotmail.comChristinaquilts@hotmail.com        



 

 

    

    
    

    

    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    


